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About Fife Centre for Equalities
Fife Centre for Equalities (FCE), funded by Fife Council, started in 2014 with the vision
to inspire and enable everyone we work with to take action that makes Fife a more
equal, fairer place to live, work and study.
FCE’s mission is to develop a harmonised approach to build a collective voice to
champion equality, diversity, inclusion, and social justice.
Our values are to work with honesty, integrity, respect, and transparency, and strive
to demonstrate a fully inclusive approach in everything we do. We want everyone we
work with to share these values in the belief that they will help make Fife a fairer and
more equal place.
We are a local information and resource centre that helps organisations and
businesses with:
•
•
•
•

Building skills and confidence in managing equality issues.
Creating innovative inclusive practices.
Unlocking untapped talents.
Improving reachability and responsiveness to service users and
customers.

We also support individuals and communities with:
•
•
•

Dismantling societal and structural barriers.
Strengthening self-confidence to be themselves.
Building a universal voice to champion equality, diversity, inclusion, and
social justice.
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Fife Centre for Equalities can be contacted at:
Address

New Volunteer House, 16 East Fergus Place, Kirkcaldy, KY1 1XT

Phone

01592 645310

Text

07800 005834

Email

info@centreforequalites.org.uk

Website

https://centreforequalities.org.uk/

Equality
Pathfinder
s Signup
Facebook

https://form.jotformeu.com/72601907796364

Diversity
Week Fife
Equality
Collective
Fife
Women’s
Tent
Twitter

https://www.facebook.com/DiversityWeekFife

LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/company/fife-centre-for-equalities/

YouTube
Instagram

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIdUrC0S22DhNJo5fKMaLFg/fea
tured
https://www.instagram.com/fife_centre_for_equalities/

Mailchimp

http://bit.ly/signupfce

https://www.facebook.com/fifecentreforequalities

https://www.facebook.com/groups/EqualityCollective
https://www.facebook.com/groups/FifeWomenTent

https://twitter.com/FCE_team

Fife Centre for Equalities is a Company Limited by Guarantee registered in Scotland
No.536028 and a registered Scottish Charity No.SC046683
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Introduction
The Women Returners Programme is a project that has been funded by the Scottish
Government. The aim is to ensure marginalised women are not further disadvantaged
in the workplace, irrespective of gender, race, or disability. Information will be
collected about any barriers or challenges that women may have experienced in
returning to employment. The project also involves working with Fife Women’s Tent
Facebook Group Members and SKY Dunfermline to understand any barriers to
employment with women returners within the areas of Dunfermline and within
commuting distance in Fife.
Fife Women’s Tent is a joint initiative with Fife Council Community Learning and
Development. This work was established two years ago under the banner of Fife
Women and Inclusion in Politics. The members changed the project’s name to Fife
Women’s Tent in early 2020. Due to the pandemic, a Facebook Group was promptly
created on 23 March 2020 to continue the engagement and the work of bringing
together disabled, minority ethnic, transgender, and other marginalised women to
promote positive physical, emotional, and mental wellbeing for all marginalised women
in Fife. This group does this by encouraging all of its members to make positive
connections and support each other in these troubled times. Working with Fife Women
Tent Members will aim to help further their understanding of the career opportunities,
roles and application at Sky Dunfermline.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/FifeWomenTent/about

Project
As part of the Women Returners Programme, an online survey was designed to gather
information from the experiences of potential or unsuccessful applicants, along with
current or former employees. The survey was first launched on 12 February 2021 and
conducted through Fife Women’s Tent (17 responses received). http://bit.ly/FCE-wrp
An additional Women Returners Project public online survey designed and launched
on 15 February 2021 (14 responses received) which was shared through local
networks and social media and forwarded to any women returners.
http://bit.ly/FCEwrp2021
The closing date for the online surveys was set for 31 March 2021 at 17:00 and the
overall total was 31 responses. The results are a compilation of the data collected from
participants who completed the survey.
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Survey Results
The majority of participants who responded to the survey were aged 40 to 45 (11),
followed by age 45 to 49 (6).
The majority of the responses showed that mental health condition (7) followed by
long term illness (4) were the main health conditions or disabilities.

Age

HEALTH CONDITION /
DISABILITY

12
10

18%

8
0%

6

0% 12%
0%
6%

4
23%

2
41%

75+

65-74

60-64

55-59

50-54

45-49

40-44

35-39

30-34

25-29

16-24

0-15

0

The majority of the ethnicities who responded were White Scottish (17), however there
was good responses from Asian – Pakistani, Pakistani Scottish or Pakistani British (4),
Asian – Chinese, Chinese Scottish or Chinese British (2) and White Polish (2).
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The participants who are married (16) are the majority of the responders, followed by
women who are single (7).

The majority shows the participants are caring for a child or children under 18 (13),
followed by disabled adults 18 and over (2).
The survey results show that the majority of the participants are from Kirkcaldy (7),
South West Fife (which includes Inverkeithing, Dalgety Bay, Rosyth, Kincardine,
Oakley, and Saline) (7). This was followed very closely by Dunfermline (6).

CARE RESPONSIBILITIES
Child/children (under 18)
Disabled child/children (under 18)
Disabled adult (18 and over)
Older person/people (65 and over)
Other care responsibilities
6%
6%
11%
5%
72%
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The survey results show that the majority of the responses are participants who are
currently seeking work (16) or looking for a career change (16).
Even though childcare (4), health (5), home life / work balance (4) and confidence (5)
are still barriers that are faced; the main barrier is working hours (10).

The survey results show that when it comes to additional support required to return to
work the majority of the participants are looking for advice on updating their CV (18),
advice on interview techniques (14) and work or volunteering to update their skills (12).
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The majority of the responses show that the preferred option for working would be
from home / remote working (17), followed by flexible (15) and part-time hours (13).

Preferred Working Hours
Evenings
Fixed

0%
7%4%
6%3%
19%

Flexible

21%

Full time
Home / Remote Working

24%

Part time

16%

Rotating Shifts
Weekends

The survey results show that there is a significant amount of the participants who
would consider a career change (26) and also a significant amount when it comes to
consider volunteering to update their skills (27) as well.

Consider Career
Change
20%
Yes
No

80%

The participants were asked that since the lockdown do they feel
that their employment options have changed?
“Yes as there are not enough jobs to apply for and hundreds of
people are applying for one job. It has knocked my confidence a bit”.
“I became self-employed as well as working for 2 employers pre
lockdown so this has been put in hold”.
“I think my employer will offer more flexibility for staff”.
“Yes as I am currently working on phones on a daily which I had
never done before”.
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“Yes as I’m older and jobs are scarce. Would like to work from
home”.
“I worked on supply in a school office, no work at present”.
“Yes, I would prefer to work closer to home or short commute”.
“My youngest started school in August 2020, I had planned to return
to some form of work but with the uncertainty of the pandemic I
thought it was best to wait until I was sure my children would return
to school full-time. I was glad I was not working during the latest
period of home schooling! I will return to the world of work once my
partner returns to work and I will be in a position to know what hours
I am able to work and arrange the necessary wrap around
childcare”.
“My options have changed as it is very difficult to find work in this
climate. This has knocked my confidence a bit”.
“Since having a caring responsibilities of three children and having
a key worker spouse, I am finding it impossible to go out and start
working. I lost / refused many roles because of the lack of flexibility
and the work life balance. And now I feel I have no way out”.
“Yes. It's even more difficult to find a job if you have gap in
employment”.
“Yes. They have improved for me as so much is online now. Before
it was harder to work as I'm unable to easily travel to and from a
workplace without extensive help and commit due to my illnesses.
Now I've got my first job in 3 years working entirely online”.
“Yes it has become harder to find job due to travel restrictions being
imposed by the government.
“It’s difficult to tell as I’ve been ill since March 2020 with long covid”.
“Maybe opened up work from home options”.
“Lockdown has meant that the social enterprise that I created cannot
build an income stream or do any work, this means although work
was voluntary to start with, I cannot progress and build the company
enough to earn a wage. Home working has helped with the
lockdown being in place as it has led me to go self employed by
building an e commerce website”.
“Yes, very much so, feel very lost as to where there is help ... the
internet is awash with information, but it does not seem to have a
specific area for the help I am looking for”.
“Yes I currently work as casual staff and hardly get any shifts”.
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The participants were asked if they have a specific profession in
mind?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer Service Advisor in the contact centre.
Community art work.
Teaching.
Project coordinator.
Administration.
PA.
Customer Advisor in the call centre.
Engineering, Business Management Field.
I want to progress in my current work at the theatre.
Entrepreneur.
Paralegal.

Results regarding Sky Dunfermline
The majority of responders are not aware of Sky Dunfermline job adverts (20), and
most of the responders have never applied for a job at Sky Dunfermline (22).

Aware of Sky Job
Adverts

35%
65%

Yes
No

The two main concerns about applying for openings at Sky Dunfermline were
uncertainty about the working hours (10) and uncertainty about work in call centres
(10). This was followed very closely by lack of personal confidence (9) and being
unaware of the vacancies at Sky Dunfermline (8).
Former employees / trainees were asked what was their main reason for leaving Sky
Dunfermline. The majority was due to pregnancy (2).
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Concerns about working at
Sky Dunfermline
Other
Unsure about working…
Unsure about work in…
Unaware of vacancies at…
Lack of personal…
Financial Benefits
Childcare Concerns
0

5

10

15

The participants were asked what they thought was the most
difficult part of the application process for Sky Dunfermline?
“Going through several scenarios and trying to pick the right
answers or suggestions”.
“What kind of support would be of help”.
“For it to be explained more”.
“Live interview, where I had to take a demo call for a customer”.
“Selection”.
“Interview. They asked me about computer software and in those
days (I applied many years ago) I didn't even own a laptop never
mind know about all the software etc.”.
“The whole process, completing the form / questionnaire, the
telephone interview / questions, the fact that the questions are not
relevant to the role applied for, then waiting for responses the
person who spoke to me sounded bored out their mind”.
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Sky Dunfermline Interactive Sessions
As part of the project, Fife Centre for Equalities worked with Siobhan Husband
(Operations Manager) and Karen Kozlowski (Operations Manager) from SKY
Dunfermline to explore the employment opportunities and benefits available within Sky
Dunfermline. There were two interactive events organised and hosted within Fife
Women’s Facebook Group.
The first Sky Dunfermline interactive session took place on 26 February 2021.
https://www.facebook.com/events/710237459663402
The first event was promoted within the Fife Women’s Tent Facebook group as well
as well as throughout local networks.
The first interactive session was well attended and generated lots of interesting
discussions. Siobhan and Karen presented the employment opportunities and
benefits available within Sky Dunfermline to the Fife Women Tent Members as well as
answering any questions.

The main concerns for the Fife Women’s Tent Members:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Working Hours / Flexibility
Working in call centres
Long Term Working Arrangements (e.g. remote working)
Accessibility for people with disabilities
Travel
Childcare issues
Support for people with confidence issues
stammering and language issues.

Concerns were answered by Siobhan and Karen:
•

The role is an inbound role so at the moment you would be logging in from
home and speaking to customers for the majority of your shift and supporting
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•

•
•
•

•
•

•

them on an inbound basis. Occasionally outbound calls would be required but
the majority of the time it would be inbound calls for your shift.
There is a variety of shifts available at the moment. They have the majority of
shifts over the four days currently, so the option of a Sunday to Wednesday or
a Wednesday to a Saturday. If there is a specific shift looking for we could
discuss it further. But predominantly it is a 4 day week or there’s a five day
week, Monday Friday 1 until 9 if weekends are important. Also, there is the
option of four on four off rotation, for example Monday to Thursday and then off
then work Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday Friday so it’s rolling so that might
not work for a childcare perspective, but it is a fixed shift of 37 ½ hours. They
are the options that they have at the moment and they may be between the
hours of 8 and 9.
Everyone is working from home at the moment and they are unsure as to what
the new process will be after current lockdown.
They do not have volunteering / work placements due to security / data
protection, however they do have open days, which they advertise.
The first thing that they would always do is speak to their occupational health
team regarding accessibility for disabilities to consider what can be done to
assist the person and what is required. They take this very seriously and
support people in any way they can.
The Dunfermline contact centre is easy to travel to via public transport as they
are in close proximity to the train station in Rosyth and are on the bus route for
many buses.
Do not allow concerns regarding school runs put anyone off applying either
because they could look at when break times are if you needed to do school
runs. They could look into having breaks when the school runs could be done.
They have had some new starts who have had that issue and what we’ve done
is speak to the trainer and explain the situation so it’s not really a barrier to
them. They are sympathetic and understand trying to balance work and life.
There is support regarding confidence / language barriers available through
mentoring and one to one support.

The contact details for Siobhan and Karen were posted within the Fife Women’s Tent
Facebook Group for members to stay connected with them.
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The second Sky Dunfermline interactive session took place on 15 March 2021.
https://www.facebook.com/events/122258629830463
The second Interactive session held within Fife Women’s Tent Facebook Group briefly
mentioned the previous session’s topics regarding employment opportunities and
benefits. The main discussion for this session was regarding the various different
employment career opportunities including the many different roles within Sky
Dunfermline.
There was also a discussion on confidence and self-esteem
development as well as answering any questions from the members.
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Concerns from Fife Women’s Tent Members:
➢ What is the first step? Can it only be through a customer service adviser role
or can it be any other role?
➢ Should you apply for a job anyway even if the job is not given the location?
➢ One of the Members used to work for Sky years ago and unfortunately has
health problems. When interviewing she got through to the telephone part
and then they said no. Was this because she has worked for them before?
Concerns were answered by Karen and Siobhan:
•

•
•

It would depend on what they are advertising for. The quickest route in is
what they recruit for often, which is advisers. But they definitely recruit
externally for different roles. They advertise across all the recruitment
platforms as well as the Work for Sky site which can be accessed externally
by anybody.
If the job is not given the location, particularly in the climate where we are
working remotely. So, still worth applying.
They would like a one to one chat with the Member and could possibly look
into this.

We will continue to share the contact details for Karen and Siobhan and any
information relating to open days or career opportunities within the Fife Women’s Tent
Facebook Group.
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Feedback from Participants
Sky Dunfermline Comments on the Women Returners Programme:
Siobhan Husband (Operations Manager) and Karen Kozlowski (Operations Manager)
from Sky Dunfermline have really enjoyed working on the project. Karen thought it
was a brilliant opportunity to speak to women who are trying to juggle home life and a
career or aspiring for a career. Karen especially liked the second session as what was
coming out from the women in the first session was self-esteem and confidence issues
being a barrier to step back into the workplace. So, talking about something relating
specifically to that was great.
Siobhan added that they have had at least 4 or 5 women who have gone through the
application process. They will continue to share any employment opportunities / links
with Fife Women’s Tent.
Karen would be more than happy to be involved in anything that can help the women.
Karen thinks it would have been interesting to do something around preparation such
as CVs, interview preparation alongside confidence and self-esteem. Karen feels that
would definitely be a way forward, especially after a few conversations she has had
with the ladies who have been in touch.
Siobhan was happy with the fact that even though it was a short programme, two
interactive sessions were held and women have been applying. What they have set
out to do they have achieved.
Karen felt in the first session especially that women were open to sharing and being
honest and also showed a level of vulnerability as well, which was positive as they
have never met them before the session. The ladies asked great questions but when
they were open about how they were feeling, this was one of the reasons why they
made changes to add a discussion on confidence to the second session.

Participants were asked if they would have considered working for
Sky Dunfermline prior to the interactive sessions?
“I would never have even considered applying to SKY as I thought
that the hours would be very rigid and inflexible”.
“Yes, I always look forward to working for Sky since I worked at Sky
Dunfermline previously, I am well aware of the great working Culture
there and always on a look out for new opportunity at Sky”.
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Participants were asked if they would consider working for Sky
Dunfermline after the interactive sessions?
“Spurred on by the interactive session, I did apply for SKY and have
now had my final interview. I’m awaiting the result for that now”.
“Oh yes, I even got more enthusiastic to apply after the interactive
sessions”.

Further feedback
“In my opinion the women Returners Programme is a brilliant
initiative for a lot of women such as myself who have had to take a
career break due to different reasons and now want to get back to
work. I think the program provides not only different avenues but
also the confidence which sometimes is a little bit faltering”.
“Possibly look at workshops and other employers becoming
involved”.
“Women returner programme has been a great move, it enabled us
to interact and getting to know about the employer. It also enabled
the employer to identify any barriers or reservations Returners may
have. The best thing of all, the employers offered 1 to 1 sessions to
Returners”
“I believe it was a great programme, it effectively provided a
networking opportunity with prospective employers, provided an
opportunity for SKY to meet up with Returners informally and
assisting them in identifying and overcoming any barriers they may
have. It has been an excellent programme overall. I must appreciate
the efforts Sky Dunfermline and Fife centre of equalities have put in
to make this programme a success”.
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What we have learned:
The Sky Dunfermline interactive sessions were successful and with them being held
within Fife Women’s Tent. This provided a space where the women felt safe and could
open up with community support.
The results of the Women Returners Programme have shown that even though there
was a good response from this short-term programme there is a need for this to
become a long-term arrangement. There were women who missed the opportunity
to attend the interactive sessions, due to other arrangements and women continued
to make enquiries and were looking for information about further interactive sessions
and support available. This would be ideal if alternative employers especially local
employers within Fife were participating in the projects such as the Women Returners
Programme.
The results also show there is a significant number of women who would also consider
a career change and volunteering to update their skills. This would appear to be a
missed opportunity by employers to reach out and offer volunteering to women who
are interested in returning to work, perhaps after a gap in employment and who have
a lack of confidence.
Some of the barriers for women appear to support and advice on updating their skills,
such as interview techniques and updating CVs. It has been mentioned that Sky
Dunfermline would have liked to discuss this in an interactive session, however with
the tight deadline for the Women Returners Programme were unable to cover this.
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Appendix
The Graphs of Survey Results

Women Returners Programme Project Sky Dunfermline - Fife Women's
Tent.
1. How old are you?

2. If you have a health condition or disability, please specify
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3. Does Gender Reassignment apply to you

4. What is your marital or relationship status

5. Have you recently given birth or are you currently pregnant?
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6. What is your ethnicity? NB: Please note that ethnic origin is not about
nationality, place of birth or citizenship. It is about the group which you
perceive you belong.
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7. What is your religion or belief?

8. What is your sexual orientation
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9. Do you have any care responsibilities? If yes, please specify:

10. Which of the following options describe your situation?
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11. Have you previously experienced, or are you currently experiencing
domestic abuse?

12. Which area do you live and would usually travel from for work?

13. Please describe your situation (select as many as relevant)
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14. Please tell us if any what your main barriers would be for returning to
work.

15. What would help you if you were considering returning to work?
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16. Would you consider volunteering to build up your skills and
confidence?

17. Would you consider a career change if you are returning to work?
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What kind of work pattern do you feel would be more suitable for you to
return to work?

17. What would be important to you when applying for employment,
please select all that are relevant:
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Have you noticed adverts for jobs at Sky Dunfermline before?

18. Have you applied for jobs at Sky Dunfermline Contact Centre
before?
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22. Select as many reasons as are relevant:

19. What kind of jobs would you be interested in applying for?
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20. What kind of jobs would you not be interested in applying for?
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